
Most desert landscapes consist of dispersed islands of life and
fertility in an ocean of barren rock and mineral soil. Because
of the general scarcity of water, vegetation and organic soils,
desert lands are particularly susceptible to damage by back-
country visitors.

Water is the key to patterns of life in the desert. Water
may be permanent, as found in perennial streams, or it may
be temporary or low-volume, as found in springs, seeps or
potholes. Riparian zones—areas influenced by natural water-
courses—are critical to the survival of many forms of desert
life. Travelers seeking water and shade in these areas should
take special care, recognizing the importance of riparian zones
to the productivity and health of the desert environment.

The desert’s sparse vegetation is the result of slow
growth and competition for water. Many of the characteristics
that allow desert plants to survive, such as thick leaves and
sharp spines, make them seem relatively hard to damage. For
this reason, we think of most desert plants as quite resistant.
However, their toughness is more of an adaptation to con-
serve water than a durability factor. They are not capable of
tolerating considerable abuse and, once damaged, desert
plants have little ability to recover.

“Leave No Trace” (LNT) is a hands-on, practical approach to caring
for the land and respecting other visitors. In the backcountry, LNT
practices enable us to protect the natural qualities that attracted us
there. This approach requires a willingness to learn and commit
knowledge to action. Flexibility, judgment and experience are
critical, as LNT techniques depend just as much on attitude and
awareness as they do on knowledge of rules and regulations.

You’ll find that you can quickly adapt LNT techniques to
changing conditions by considering the variables of a place—its
soil, vegetation, wildlife, moisture, the amount and type of use it
receives and the overall effect of your own use—and then using
your judgment to determine how particular practices apply.

The following practices suggest ways of caring for desert
and canyon wildlands. We hope that you’ll use them and enjoy
the satisfaction of “leaving no trace.”

Desert and Canyon Travel
As desert travelers, we must recognize that
although the desert appears tough, it is actually
quite fragile. Desert life depends upon complex

associations of water and soil—which are limited resources. For
this reason, we must choose our paths of travel carefully.
• Concentrate your activities on more sterile spaces or estab-
lished trails and campsites, and avoid the fertile islands of veg-
etation and rich soil. Camping and traveling on exposed
mineral soil, such as sand or gravel, often causes the least im-
pact simply because fewer plants struggle for survival there.
Sandy washes or arroyos also provide good paths for travel. In
elevated areas, try to stay on slickrock to avoid vegetation.

• Keep your group small. In trail-less areas where soil is forming
but there is no cryptobiotic crust, group members should walk
side by side to avoid creating a new trail.*

• In desert areas with low visitation, a pristine campsite is a
good choice provided it has no vegetation and is a highly
resistant environment—for example, slickrock, dry washes (if
there is no flash flood hazard) and even open ground between
shrubs (if there is no cryptobiotic crust). Keep your stay short
and disperse your camp activities over a wide area.

• In popular areas with high visitation or when you can’t be
certain that you’ll leave no evidence of your stay, choose a
campsite that shows obvious signs of use. This prevents
surrounding undisturbed areas from becoming impacted.

Cryptobiotic Crust
Cryptobiotic crust looks like tiny castles of dark,
thin mineral crust, but is actually a self-sustaining
biological unit. Cryptobiotic crust grows on barren
ground and requires little nutrition from the soil. A

critical part of the desert soil-building process, its anti-erosional and
nitrogen enriching qualities prepare the ground for a succession
of future plant communities. Cryptobiotic crust may take as long
as 100 years to mature but can be destroyed by just a few steps.
• When choosing areas for camping and hiking, watch for cryp-
tobiotic crust. If you find yourself in an area with cryptobiotic
crust, stay on established trails. If there’s no way to avoid the
crust, follow in one another’s pathway to minimize disturbance.

Water
In deserts where running water isn’t available, a
spring, seep or pothole is often the only supply
for miles. Visitors must not pollute, over-con-
sume or waste this valuable resource. Remember

that desert water sources are not readily replaced, and if pol-
luted, their purity is not restored. Overusing or misusing water
will deplete it for all forms of desert life.
• Camp well away (at least 200 feet recommended) from water
sources, and avoid using water sources after dark. Most desert
animals are active at night and congregate around water.
Camping near a water source may be convenient for us, but
local animals depend on it for survival. Our presence may keep
thirsty wildlife away.

• Conserve desert water. Adjust your water consumption
according to the replenishment rate of the source. Use small
water sources for drinking only. Springs and flowing streams
may have adequate supplies for washing clothes and bodies.

• Avoid polluting water sources. Use only clean cups or pots to dip
from sources. Dogs and riding and pack stock should be closely
monitored to avoid trampling and defecation in water sources.

• Do not wash directly in potholes. Body oils and synthetic lo-
tions and sunscreens will pollute someone else’s drinking
water. Washing should be done at least 200 feet from running
water and away from potholes. Wash water should be emptied
over sand or gravel or other filtering ground.

Fires
Because of the low productivity and scattered
growth of vegetation, campfires are usually
inadvisable in the desert. In arroyos and
washes, however, periodic flash floods often

deposit substantial amounts of driftwood and flood debris. In
these areas or where scattered dead and down wood is pres-
ent, small campfires are possible. Remember, however, that
dead and down wood provides habitat for many creatures.
• Consider using a portable stove. This relieves you of
searching for wood and protects what limited organic
material is available.

• If you must make a fire, use low-impact fire building meth-
ods: use small wood and keep fires small; avoid building a
rock ring—try a sand pit instead—and always burn wood
completely. Use only dead and down wood for fires.

• Consider using a fire pan or fire blanket to contain your fire
and to prevent blackening of the soil or rocks.

• Do not build fires in alcoves. This permanently blackens the
rock and may damage hidden archaeological sites.

• Leave no evidence of your fire. Scatter cold ashes widely in
wash bottoms or other areas away from campsites and trails.

Sanitation
Desert soils have few microorganisms to help
break down human feces so decomposition
occurs slowly. Sanitation practices require
extra attention to maximize decomposition
and to avoid polluting water sources.

• Consider using a personal sanitation device. Many different
models are now available and minimize inconveniences.

• Look for organic soil under trees and away from cryptobi-
otic crusts to locate your well-hidden, deeply buried, (6-8
inches deep) cathole. Toilet paper should be carried out and
disposed of properly.

• Choose a site that is at least 200 feet from trails, campsites
and water sources.

• Urinate on rocks or bare ground, avoiding vegetation so
salt-starved animals don’t defoliate plants.

• Always pick up after your pets.

Leave No Trace Backcountry Techniques

Basic Desert
& Canyon Ecology

*Note that the presence of cryptobiotic soils dictates walking single-file, whereas your group should walk side by side in all other areas.
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The
Leave No Trace Approach

to
Desert & Canyon Wildlands

For information and materials on the Leave No Trace program,
visit www.lnt.org or call (800) 332-4100

America’s arid lands are wild

and beautiful, yet fragile.

With thousands of desert travelers

discovering these lands,

leaving no trace or our presence

becomes increasingly important.

This brochure, prepared by the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS) and the
Bureau of Land Management, offers an introduction to desert and canyon ecology
and minimum-impact practices associated with desert travel. It also offers guidelines
for enjoying the rich cultural heritage left to us by ancestral Puebloan cultures, com-
monly known as the Anasazi or “ancient ones,” who once inhabited this arid land.

The national Leave No Trace program is sponsored by
the Bureau of Land Management, the U.S.D.A. Forest Service,
the U.S. Fish &Wild life Service and the National Park Service.

To report vandalism or theft at archeological sites on public
lands in Utah, call the Utah BLM at (801) 539-4001

or contact the local BLM office.

The Leave No Trace Approach for Enjoying Archaeological Sites
Today, the single largest problem cultural resource managers face
is unintentional damage caused by visitors. Sadly, impacts occur
even where visitors consistently practice minimum-impact tech-
niques. Therefore, when visiting archaeological and historical
sites, minimum-impact techniques are a requirement. There can be
no compromises in protecting these fragile and priceless resources.

Archaeological sites are protected by theAntiquities Protection
Act of 1906 and theArchaeological Resources ProtectionAct of 1979.
The 1979Act provides stiffer penalties, plus a reward for information
that leads to a conviction. Please notify rangers or other federal
land management authorities if you discover any illegal activity.
• Keep in mind that not entering a site and viewing it from a dis-
tance will reduce the impact a site receives. People may say,
“It’s just a couple of us and it’s just this one time,” but there
may be thousands of people saying the same thing.

• STOP, LOOK and THINK before entering a cultural site. Try to
locate the midden area (the trash pile), so you can avoid walk-
ing on it. Middens contain important archaeological artifacts
and information. They are extremely fragile, and walking over
them will cause damage.

• If a trail has been built across a site, stay on it. Foot traffic,

especially on the midden, causes erosion that may under-
mine the walls of structures above. This is the most severe
type of impact caused by continual visits to a site.

• When you see “thousands” of potsherds and other artifacts,
leave them. If each visitor took just one artifact, there would
soon be none left.

• Do not camp in or near ruins. (It is illegal to do so.) Ruins are
fragile, and the less use they get, the longer they will last.

• Moving rocks and tree branches to climb to high places de-
stroys site integrity. Avoid touching plaster walls.

• Enjoy rock art by viewing, sketching and photographing it.
Never chalk, trace or otherwise touch rock art. Any kind of
direct contact causes these ancient figures to disintegrate.

• Creating modern “rock art” is known as vandalism and is
punishable by law.

• Never build fires in alcoves, even alcoves that don’t seem to
contain archaeological remains. Sites may not be obvious.

• Climbing on roofs and walls can destroy in a moment what
has lasted for hundreds of years.

• Cultural sites are places of ancestral importance to Native
Americans and should be treated with respect.
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